I SPY SEVEN
Instruction sheet 1
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What is I spy Seven?
I Spy Seven is a simple Seven line poem consisting of two
adjectives and a noun, inspired by your surroundings
What do you need?
2 Papers and a pencil. You can also print and use the
randomizer and the Poem sheets included in this pack.
How do you start?
Split into groups of 2 or 3 and choose a book that you want to
base your poem around or select your own special place- it
could be your classroom, the field, the nursery, the swimming
pool, the music room anywhere! Ask your teacher or a parent
and head there, agree to meet back in 20 minutes.
What do you do?
Make 3 columns on your paper- one for nouns (all the things, the objects, the people, that you
see around you or in the book) eg- Grass, Cage, Book, Desk,
Teacher, Drums, Water etc
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Instruction sheet 2
- second column for adjectives (words that help you to picture,
explain, give more details about your nouns) eg- Big, Pretty,
Grumpy, Funny, Angry, Wavy
- third column for adjectives that end with 'ing' eg- Boring, Glittering,
Shining, Moving, Rippling, Weeping
2. Start writing the nouns list first- write down many nouns as you
can see or find in your book. Next, write down the adjectives in
column 2 and the 'ing' adjectives in column 3 - come up with as
many adjectives as you can, looking at things around you or the
nouns in your book
3. Pick a Noun from your list, eg- Grass. Refer to the list again, and
pick one 'non-ing adjective and one 'ing' adjective, to pair with the
first noun, making sure that both these adjectives start with the same
alphabet as your noun. Eg- Grumpy and Glittering both begin with G
as does Grass.
6. Finally put together your first line of the poem- starting with the
'Non-ing' adjective, followed by the 'ing' adjective and finally the
Noun eg- Grumpy Glittering Grass
7. Once happy with your first line, Go on to the next Noun, just make
sure you do not repeat the same first alphabet in any of the following
lines. Once your 7 seven nouns are done, write the name of your
place or surrounding at the bottom. eg- The Field
Make a neat copy of your poem on a fresh page and decorate your
poem with some illustrations or some color.
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ADJECTIVE (ING)
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Adjective 1

Adjective(ing)

Noun

Line 1
Line 2
Line 3
Line 4
Line 5
Line 6
Line 7
The Place
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